Sector: Municipal Environment and Infrastructure

Date of award: 06/12/2018

Project Country_ID-Name: Kyrgyz Republic

Tender and lot number(s): Construction of Batken city Water Supply and Sewerage Network and WWTP” within Batken Water Sub-project consisting of 3 contracts, namely
Lot 1 – Construction of Water Supply network in Batken city (including supply & installation of water meters and water meter boxes) - BAT-W-IFT-02/17-Lot1;
Lot 2 – Construction of waste water network and rehabilitation of WWTP - BAT-WW-IFT-03/17-Lot 2; and
Lot 3 – Construction works at Chet Bulak water reservoir - BAT-W-IFT-04/18-Lot 3

Duration of the contracts awarded: 510 (five hundred and ten) days starting from December 10, 2018 (start date) for Lot 1; 450 (four hundred and fifty) days starting from December 10, 2018 (start date) for Lot 2; and 420 (four hundred and twenty) days starting from December 10, 2018 (start date) for Lot 3

Summary scope of contracts awarded:

Lot 1 – The Contract envisages the construction of water supply network for Priority Area no. 1 in the length of approximately 38 km, including the supply and installation of 2000 no. water meters (including water meter boxes). The contract also includes the rehabilitation of Sari Tash water intake located on the Sari Tash stream approximately 25 km south of the city and installation of a transmission main from distribution chamber north of the airport to Bazarbashi area.

Lot 2 - The works will mainly comprise of repair and rehabilitation of existing sewage network, and wastewater treatment plant (WWTP). Approximately 15 km of wastewater network of the city shall partly be rehabilitated with some minor repairs, and 3,6 km of additional wastewater pipeline will be installed. Along with the minor repairs of the existing manholes 81 new manholes will be installed along the new wastewater pipeline. The repair and rehabilitation works in wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) will also cover the replacement of one of the submersible influent pump in inlet chamber, lead acid battery of the diesel generator set, three of four high pressure air blowers which provide pressurized air to the WWTP, and diffusers for aeration basin.

Lot 3 - The works under the contract will mainly comprise of the water supply system for Chetbulaq Drinking Water Reservoir (1000 m3) with a new sub-artesian well which will be installed in the water intake site. The Chetbulaq water supply system will comprise of following Facilities: (a) new Sub-artesian Well and its attachments with water extraction capacity of 6.5 -7 l/s; (b) pipeline from Well site to Reservoir site – approx. 2.5 km in length; and (c) a water reservoir (1000 m3) and its attachments.
Name of Tenderer(s) and Tender prices as read out at Tender Opening:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Name of companies</th>
<th>Country of origin</th>
<th>Tender price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. | “Agidel As” PPP   | Kazakhstan        | Lot 1 – 2,517,669.71 Euro  
                 |                   | Lot 2 – 350,979.97 Euro  
                 |                   | Lot 3 – 379,431.03 Euro  |
| 2. | Consortium of “Profit Express” LLC, “ART Plast” LLC and “Kaynar” CJSC | Kyrgyz Republic / Kyrgyz Republic | Lot 1 – 2,630,572.23 Euro |
| 3. | “USTA” LLC & “Alym-Ata” LLC JV | Kyrgyz Republic / Kyrgyz Republic | Lot 2 – 332,631.05 Euro |
| 5. | ARIKAN Inshaat Taah. Tic. ve San. A.S. | Turkey            | Lot 1 – 2,348,360.96 Euro  
                 |                   | Lot 2 – 401,778.68 Euro  
                 |                   | Lot 3 – 739,860.36 Euro  |
| 6. | “Su-Istilik-Gurashdirma” | Azerbaijan | Lot 1 – 2,731,144.77 Euro  
                 |                   | Lot 2 – 336,036.03 Euro  
                 |                   | Lot 3 – 570,610.45 Euro  |

Name of Tenderer(s) and evaluated prices of each evaluated Tender:

**Lot 1:**

“Agidel As” PPP – Euro 2,517,669.71  
Consortium of “Profit Express” LLC, “ART Plast” LLC and “Kaynar” CJSC – Euro 2,630,572.23  
“Su-Istilik-Gurashdirma” – Euro 2,731,144.77

**Lot 2:**

“Agidel As” PPP – Euro 350,979.97  
ARIKAN Inshaat Taah. Tic. ve San. A.S. – Euro 401,778.68  
“Su-Istilik-Gurashdirma” – Euro 739,860.36

**Lot 3:**

“Agidel As” PPP – Euro 379,431.03  
ARIKAN Inshaat Taah. Tic. ve San. A.S. – Euro 741,316.09  
“Su-Istilik-Gurashdirma” – Euro 570,610.45
Name of Tenderers rejected and reasons for rejection:

Lot 1: During the preliminary evaluation “USTA” LLC & “Alym-Ata” LLC & “Sin Tash” LLC JV has been disqualified due to the following major deviations: Submitted Tender Security is in Russian language with a notarized English translation. The Tender security did not contain the names of all members of Joint Venture and was not in compliance with clauses ITT 19.2 of Section I. Instructions to tenderers and ITT 19.7 of Section II. Tender Data Sheet of the Tender documents. The Tender Security date is 30 days less than required period and is not in compliance with clause ITT 19.2 of Section I. Instructions to tenderers. The tenderer has not submitted Method Statement, Manufacturer Authorization Forms and Construction Schedule.

Submitted Form FIN 4 of the tenderer ARIKAN Inshaat Taah. Tic. ve San. A.S. for Lot 1 demonstrated quite a high amount of outstanding amount for the works to be performed during the short period of a couple of months and the average amount of invoices for the last 6 months did not cover the outstanding works. Therefore, a clarification was sent to the tenderer, but the tenderer submitted revised Form FIN 4 through deleting 2 critical items and adding 2 new non-critical items (works), which is not acceptable. Besides, the tenderer did not submit the CV for the Water Supply Engineer and the proposed Project Manager did not have similar experience at all. The tenderer has also proposed quite a number of subcontractors, but did not provide any information on their experiences. The provided equipment forms do not have any supporting documents, like technical specifications, ownership documents and/or lease agreements, photos and etc.

Lot 2: During the preliminary evaluation “USTA” LLC & “Alym-Ata” LLC JV has been disqualified due to the following major deviations: Submitted Tender Security is in Russian language with a notarized English translation. The Tender security did not contain the names of all members of Joint Venture and was not in compliance with clauses ITT 19.2 of Section I. Instructions to tenderers and ITT 19.7 of Section II. Tender Data Sheet of the Tender documents. The Tender Security date is 30 days less than required period and is not in compliance with clause ITT 19.2 of Section I. Instructions to tenderers. The tenderer has not submitted Method Statement, Manufacturer Authorization Forms and Construction Schedule.

“Su-Istilik-Gurashdirma” filled in Forms EXP 2 (a) and EXP 2 (b), but did not provide any supporting documents like completion or progress certificates. The tenderer was required to submit relevant documents to prove the correctness of the information indicated in Forms EXP through clarification. The provided documents in reply to clarification were not satisfactory in terms of required data.

Name of Winning Tenderer and Price awarded: “Agidel As” PPP (Kazakhstan):

Euro 2,517,669.71 (two million five hundred and seventeen thousand six hundred and sixty nine Euro and 71 cents) excluding taxes and VAT for Lot 1;

Euro 350,979.97 (three hundred and fifty thousand nine hundred and seventy nine Euro and 97 cents) excluding taxes and VAT for Lot 2; and

Euro 379,431.03 (three hundred and seventy nine thousand four hundred and thirty one Euro and 03 cents) excluding taxes and VAT for Lot 3